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With significant development of Internet of medical things (IoMT) and cloud-fog-edge computing, medical industry is now
involving medical big data to improve quality of service in patient care. Karyotyping refers classifying human chromosomes.
However, performing karyotyping task generally requires domain expertise in cytogenetics, long-period experience for high
accuracy, and considerable manual efforts. An end-to-end chromosome karyotype analysis system is proposed over medical big
data to automatically and accurately perform chromosome related tasks of detection, segmentation, and classification. Facing
image data generated and collected by means of edge computing, we firstly utilize visual feature to generate chromosome
candidates with Extremal Regions (ER) technology. Due to severe occlusion and cross overlapping, we utilize ring radius
transform to cluster pixels with same property to approximate chromosome shapes. To solve the problem of unbalanced and small
dataset by covering diverse data patterns, we proposed multidistributed generated advertising network (MD-GAN) to perform
data enhancement by generating additional training samples. Afterwards, we fine-tune CNN for chromosome classification task
by involving generated and sufficient training images. )rough experiments in self-collected datasets, the proposed method
achieves high accuracy in tasks of chromosome detection, segmentation, and classification. Moreover, experimental results prove
that MD-GAN-based data enhancement contributes to classification results of CNN to a certain extent.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, medical images and sensor data are most
common medical data to know health condition of patients.
With big progress achieved by Internet of Medical )ings
(IoMT) [1], medical industry has greatly been improved with
a new dimension towards intelligent and complex system
based on multiple and multimodal medical data offered by
environment of IoMT and edge computing [2, 3]. However,
growing number and complexity of medical data require
highly distinguished models to automatically perform
identification or diagnosis. Deep learning models are thus
adopted to handle large volume of medical data [4], due to
their scalability to process either big data or small size data
and significant power to analyze complex IoMT data with
highly nonlinear functional system. Based on all these

advances in IoMT and deep learning, we aim to offer a case
study on how to improve a specific medical application, i.e.,
chromosome karyotyping.

Essentially, karyotyping requires cytologists to pay at-
tention on the problem of numerical abnormalities of
chromosomes that may result in some genetic diseases, such
as Down syndrome, cancer, genetic diseases, and birth
defects [5]. Due to the fact that human usually own 24
categories of chromosomes (including 22 kinds of auto-
somes and 2 sex chromosomes), karyotyping could be
comprehended as the process to identify and classify 24
classes of chromosomes from input cell pictures.

Karyotype analysis is a highly professional work even
after years of expertise [6], requiring considerable manual
efforts and quantity of time to produce accurate karyotyping
results. Essentially, difficulty of chromosome karyotyping
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lies in several aspects: (1) Karyotyping requires recognizing
24 classes of chromosomes, which is an essential multiple-
class classification problem. Besides, shape details of same
class chromosome vary little from person to person, which
increases difficulty and needs researchers to extract high
distinguishing features for accurate results. (2) Occlusions
and touchingness among chromosomes often appear in
input cell images, which requires an appropriate segmen-
tation algorithm to generate relatively complete chromo-
some samples for further classification. (3) Chromosomes
would appear with unpredictable shape, which is caused by
non-rigid nature of chromosomes. Such phenomena would
make it difficult to accurately extract media axes, thus
resulting in accuracy drop with traditional chromosome
methods of utilizing media axes based features. (4) Uneven
Giemsa staining would produce local intensity varieties and
unclear shape boundaries, which do harm to accurately
recognize chromosomes with intensity or shape features. We
show examples of these four challenges in Figure 1, where
problems of multiple classes, occluding chromosomes, un-
predictable shape, and local intensity varieties have been
showed in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Above all,
chromosome karyotyping is a tedious procedure for manual
operations, and automatical chromosome karyotyping
technology requires to face and solve several domain
problems.

Based on the analysis of common karyotyping methods,
we conclude that former methods [5, 7] consist of the fol-
lowing 4 steps (Figure 2):

(1) Step 1. Detection. )e method has to find chro-
mosomes in cell images at first step. Note that
separation of chromosomes from the image back-
ground is affected by the noise of nucleus, small
staining points and so on.

(2) Step 2. Rough segmentation. Once chromosome
candidates are detected in cell images, the method
has to decide candidates to be single chromosomes
or chromosome clusters. Single chromosomes could
skip Step 3 for classification, while chromosome
clusters has to be performed with overlap
segmentation.

(3) Step 3. Overlap segmentation. In this step, most
methods utilize semiautomatic algorithms to help
separate touching and overlapping chromosomes,
due to the complicated nature of chromosome
clusters.

(4) Step 4. Classification. After all the previous steps,
methods should classify types of each single chro-
mosome by either utilizing manual features [8, 9],
such as size, centromere position, and banding
pattern, or using deep learning methods [10, 11] to
automatically extract unique features for classifica-
tion. At last, method would arrange chromosomes by
pairs to output a standard karyotyped image as
shown in the last step of Figure 2.

With all these analysis, we could find that research on
karyotyping is attractive and difficult, due to its special
request to perform visual recognition task under sufficient
medical expertise. Facing all these difficulties in whole
pipeline and steps, we have cooperated with several doctors
and biologists on developing new tools to assist automatical
chromosome karyotyping, especially aiming at simplifying
the current processes to facilitate user-friendly and end-to-
end chromosome karyotyping. We thus proposed a kar-
yotype analysis model that can expedite the task of kar-
yotyping to maximal automation.

Figure 3 gives the pipeline of the proposed karyotype
analysis model, which comprises three major steps. In first
step represented as (a), chromosome candidates are
extracted from input cell pictures. Applying multiple and
various filters with features of low computation burden
could help generate more regions of interests in an efficient
way. Besides, the adopted filters own high capability to work
under nature of noise and uneven staining. During the next
step represented as (b), we divide overlapping and touching
chromosome clusters into single chromosomes by utilizing
geometry and intensity information. With the intention of
maximizing automation, the proposed method is stable and
efficient with instant visual feedback to make user-friendly
segmentation possible. During classification step repre-
sented as (c), we first construct a multiple distribution GAN
(MD-GAN) network to produce lots of labeled chromosome
images based on the supposition of multiple data distri-
butions. MD-GAN is designed with multiple distribution
generators under a reasonable distribution consumption on
original data, other than single generator adopted by the
original GAN structure. By adopting more generators, MD-
GAN is able to effectively cover diverse data modes and
generate more labeled samples. After sample generation, we
further fine-tune CNN classifier with enough and diverse
samples to achieve results on chromosome labels. Such
results are finally arranged in a karyotype picture to show
classification output.

)e contributions of the proposed method are threefold:

(i) Facing challenges brought by the environment of
IoMT and edge computing, we propose an end-to-
end chromosome karyotyping model with accurate
classification results. Stepwise improvement and
high distinguishing power of deep neural networks
help not only solve particular and domain problems
of chromosome karyotyping, but also obtain high
accuracy facing self-collected and low-quality
chromosome dataset.

(ii) Inspired by object proposal methods [12] of uti-
lizing low computation and effective classifiers, ER
method with various filters are applied to locate
chromosome candidates, which not only avoids
wrong detection results brought by complexity of
IoMT environment, but also reduces computation
by extracting heavy-computed feature representa-
tion for detection.
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(iii) )e proposed MD-GAN employs a mixture of data
distributions to generate diverse training samples
instead of using multiple generators, which not
only overcomes the mode collapsing problem, but
also saves computation and reduces complexity.
We believe MD-GAN is beneficial to reduce
complexity and leads to a reasonable deep learning
model.

2. Related Work

We roughly categorize related methods and techniques into
two classes, namely, chromosome karyotyping and data
augmentation with GAN.

2.1. Chromosome Karyotyping. Karyotyping usually consists
of chromosome detection, overlap segmentation, and cat-
egory classification. )e chromosome detection is designed
to distinguish chromosomes from the background. Based on
binarization, researchers either use global threshold with the
Otsu method [13] or rethresholding scheme [14] to perform
detection. However, detection processes probably fail due to
uneven Giemsa staining, which is highly affected by setting
threshold values. Other methods [15] extract features for
detection on the basis of spatial and frequency domain
information. However, those approaches are time-con-
suming due to the learning structure. Wu et al. [16] explores
Extremal Regions (ER) to perform task of text candidate
detection. Inspired by their work, ER detection method is
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Figure 3: Pipeline for our chromosome karyotyping method: (a) detecting chromosome candidates with ER technology and various filters,
(b) segmenting overlap or touching chromosome clusters into individual ones with the proposed segmentation tool, (c) first utilizing MD-
GAN to perform data augmentation and then finetuning pretrained CNN with more training samples to classify chromosome category of
individual chromosomes. Classification results are finally sorted as a standard karyotyped image.
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Figure 1: Challenges for chromosome karyotyping: (a) total 24 classes for classification (including 22 pairs of autosomes and 2 sex
chromosomes XY), (b) occluding and touching chromosomes, (c) unpredictable shape with curving, and (d) local intensity varieties and
unclear shape boundary.
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Figure 2: General steps of former automatic chromosome karyotyping method: (1) detecting chromosome regions from input cell image,
(2) rough segmentation to generate single chromosomes and chromosomes clusters, (3) overlap segmentation on chromosome clusters to
achieve individual chromosomes, and (4) apply classifiers on individual chromosomes to perform classification.
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used to detect chromosomes candidates in contrast to
complex cell background.

Although many methods are proposed for automated
segmentation [17], it is still difficult to complete chromosome
segmentation task, due to unpredictable shape and appear-
ance caused by the nonrigid nature of chromosomes. Earlier,
Lerner et al. [18] successfully realize classification driven
segmentation, which combines correct selection of cluster
untangling in the classification stage. )en, Charters and
Graham [19] propose a scheme to collect subchromosomal
banded spectral templates, which performs well in training
models and successfully complete tasks, i.e., first identify
super-nodes of chromosomal segments and then assemble the
microsegments in a bottom up manner. Minaee et al. [15]
propose an iterative version of segmentation method by
utilizing geometric features of chromosome boundary, until
all individual chromosomes are separated.

Since accurate segmentation approximations can be
tedious for wider usage, and researchers begin to address the
problem of obtaining tight boundary boxes. For example, a
nonexpert crowdsourcing method is used to segment
chromosomes from testing cell samples in [11]. Most sys-
tems currently adopted to perform automatic chromosome
segmentation require interactive operations, leading it to be
not suitable for massive work. How to automatically seg-
ment chromosome clusters in maximal degree and trans-
form it as an appropriate version on cloud computing
[20, 21] or edge computing [22–24] remains a hot topic.

During category classification, former methods usually
pre-process chromosomes by straightening [8], since the
curved and bent orientation is regarded as the critical factor
to impede the performance. After straightening, researchers
would extract features by manual designing [9], such as
relative length of chromosome [25], centromere index [26],
band profile [27], and so on. After then, such methods adopt
classifiers [28] to achieve classification results. Nevertheless,
methods built on manual design features may lose useful
information and lead to low accuracy in classification.

Deep neural network has achieved significant perfor-
mance in performing a large number of tasks, which en-
courages researchers to apply deep models on tasks of
chromosome karyotyping [7]. Sharma et al. [11] firstly
proposed a CNN-based method for classification of
straightened and normalized chromosomes, which has
surpassed the performance of conventional methods by a
significant margin. Afterwards, Varifocal-Net [29] is pro-
posed to highlight the capacity of zoomomg to local areas in
an automatical way. )eir Global-scale network (GNet) is
designed to complete two tasks simultaneously, i.e.,
obtaining global features and identifying particular local
areas. Meanwhile, local-scale network (L-Net) is responsible
to locate local areas, which are further applied to extract local
features. However, these methods have strict requirement
for quantity of labeled training samples. )erefore, their
performance cannot remain consistent when labeled data is
scarce, even though sometime cloud-based privacy protec-
tion systems can help to some extent [30–32]. Chromosome
classification is still a difficult task under conditions of small
data and multiple categories.

2.2. Data Augmentation with GAN. One of the biggest
matters for usage of deep learning models in domain of
medical image analysis is lack of datasets with quantity of
labeled samples. Essentially, researchers have tried other
kinds of technologies from big data to solve this problem
[33, 34]. Moreover, annotation task on medical images not
only requires quantity of money and time-consuming to
complete, but also has a high request on availability of
professional doctors. Performance of deep learning models
is highly related with size of training dataset.

GAN provides a new way to offer deep feature repre-
sentation for effective learning. Owing to the GAN-based
enhancement method, a large number of unlabeled images
can be involved into learning process, since GAN requires
little prior knowledge and is easy to implement.)anks to its
strong distributed modeling ability, GAN is quite fit in
increasing number of training samples to make deep
learning algorithms more effective [35].

Basic idea of GAN is built on the basis of a two-player
game between generators and discriminators. In Figure 4, we
demonstrate the basic structure of a typical GAN to generate
a handwritten digital image. We can notice the generator
generates images which should make the discriminator to
judge as a natural image rather than a pseudoimage, while
discriminator determines whether the input image gener-
ated by the generator is natural or not. After the training
process, the GAN model will reach Nash equilibrium and
could comprehend inherent representation of real images to
continuously create a large number of images.

)anks to the continuous optimization and development
of GAN structure, more GAN-based applications have been
developed. For example, Zheng et al. [35] propose the label
smoothing regularization to assigns labels for unlabeled
images generated by GAN, which could regularize the su-
pervised model and improve the baseline. Zhu et al. [36]
propose a data augmentation method to improve the clas-
sification of emotion images using GAN, which successfully
refines data distribution and discovers proper margins
among different categories. Similar to the proposed work,
Bowles et al. [37] introduce Progressive Growing of GANs
(PGGAN) network for two brain segmentation tasks, which
proves data generated by generator can play an important
role in training dataset. )eir network reports that dice
similarity coefficient (DSC) could be improved by 1–5
percentage. Frid-Adar et al. [38] adopt GAN to generate
synthetic medical images on the basis of limited CT image
datasets of 182 liver lesions. Afterwards, they apply GAN-
generated sample on training CNN for classification task,
which has achieved a significant improvement. )ese suc-
cessful applications on variant domains, especially on
medical images, encourage us to develop domain-adaptive
GAN as a novel method of data augmentation for chro-
mosome classification.

Essentially, modeling a specific GAN formedical domain
is difficult, since GAN models often come across model
collapse, i.e., the generator focuses to generate samples in
several patterns rather than entire data space [39]. To tackle
this matter, Salimans et al. [39] make use of minibatch
discrimination trick to allow the discriminator to detect
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samples that are unusually similar to other generated
samples. Considering data augmentation as a method to
transform task related data and simultaneously keep cate-
gory labels, Ratner et al. [40] design a generative sequence
model to perform domain-specific data transformations.
)eir model could be settled by users to design arbitrary,
nondeterministic transformation function, thus fitting to
apply in a variety of fields.

Another solution for such problem is the modification
on GAN structure to decrease gradient loss for effective
usage of all data. CycleGANmodel [41] uses CNNmodel as a
classifier and a novel gaming mechanism, i.e., a consistent
loop structure between generator and discriminator, which
shows large improvement of performance in data aug-
mentation and classification accuracy during experiments.
Hoang et al. [42] design an objective function to approxi-
mate data manifold by their induced distributions during
training, whilst encouraging them to specialize in different
data modes. However, their proposed method is high in
computation with quantity of generators, compared with
multiple distribution for generation.

Compared with original GAN, MD-GAN improves
performance by utilizing multiple distributions for data
augmentation, which is quite similar with core idea of
Hoang et al. [42]. )e reason to apply multiple distributions
to construct generator lies in the fact that simple input of
ordinal GAN might lead to similar outputs. In other words,
original GAN can do harm to final classification by gen-
erating chromosomes with close appearances.)erefore, it is
intuitive to construct multiple generators for high mode
diversity, which brings disadvantages of complexity and
high computation. To keep balance between performance
and complexity, we propose to use multiple distributions
other than multiple generators for chromosome generation,
which is the key difference between MD-GAN and GAN.

3. Chromosome Candidate Detection

Based on the environment of IoMT with different of cam-
eras, sensors, and sampling methods [43], it is easy for

researchers to collect quantity of cell images. By analyzing
collected cell images, we find that chromosome samples are
affected by two factors, i.e., quality of Giemsa staining and
magnification times, since multiple categories of sensors and
cameras adopted by IoMT bring complexity and multidi-
mensional property of medical data [44, 45]. Specifically,
uneven staining leads to different levels of contrast and
unclear shape boundaries; meanwhile, magnification times
make chromosome size inconsistent. Moreover, disruptors
are similar with chromosomes in appearance, which might
be misclassified as chromosomes. All these difficulties
provide challenges for accurate localization and classifica-
tion of chromosomes.

Following the consideration of constructing simple and
effective classifiers, we firstly explore Extremal Regions (ER)
[46] algorithm to generate candidate chromosome regions,
which performs grouping for pixels of input cell images
based on intensity contrast characteristics. )e reason to
adopt ER algorithm lies in several reasons. Firstly, ER is able
to produce a small number of chromosome candidates with
strictly similar intensity property. Secondly, ER is flexible to
combine expert knowledge by constructing candidates fil-
ters, due to its generation of quantity of candidates. Last but
not least, ER algorithm could offer more chromosome
candidates to guarantee high recall rate of detection with low
computation burden.

Specifically, we define an extremal region as a contiguous
region Q for each pixel p ∈ Q satisfies

∃q ∈ zQ : I(p)> I(q),

or I(p)< I(q),
(1)

where I refers to the input cell image, the former and latter
inequality represent maximum intensity region and mini-
mum intensity region, respectively, and zQ is defined as
outer region boundary:

zQ � q ∈ D, Q: ∃p ∈ Q: qΛp, (2)

where Λ is defined as an adjacency (neighbourhood) rela-
tion. Essentially, outer region boundary zQ can be

Training dataset
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Fake
image

Random
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Real
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Figure 4: Architecture of a GANmodel to generate samples of handwritten digital number images, where we can notice that random noise
is introduced as input for generator.
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comprehended as the pixel set, which is adjacent to at least
one pixel of Q but not a part of Q.

We prefer ER algorithm for chromosome candidates
generation other than MSER algorithm [46], since MSER
algorithm is strict to generate maximally stable regions with
local minimum of i, which is defined as

q(i) �
Qi+Δ\Qi−Δ




Qi




, (3)

where Q1, . . . , Qi−1, Qi is defined as nested ER sequences,
operation |.| represents cardinality and Δ is a preset pa-
rameter in MSER algorithm. We show results of ER algo-
rithm in Figure 5(a), where we can notice quantity of
misclassifies required to be further processed.

Due to the existence of disruptors, chromosome can-
didates ei  generated by ER algorithm are low in accuracy
with misclassifies, which could bring huge computation
burden to latter modules, i.e., segmentation and classifica-
tion module. To greatly improve accuracy of chromosome
candidate detection method, we propose filter on basis of
utilizing two inherent characteristics of chromosomes, i.e.,
shape descriptor, low-intensity variance inside each
chromosome.

(1) Geometric properties based filter: ER algorithm is
easy to recognize nucleus or noisy points as chro-
mosome candidates. Based on this observation, we
propose to apply Hough algorithm to decide whether
there are such noisy objects by trying to locate
eclipses inside each candidate. Moreover, the pro-
posed filter removes wrong candidates by using Euler
number and candidate region area.

(2) Intensity distribution-based filter: Inspired by ob-
servation that each chromosome has property of
low-intensity variance, the proposed filter discards
candidates with large-intensity variance values. On
the basis of fact that accurate chromosome candi-
dates should only have regions of background and
chromosome, we construct histograms about values
of intensity for each chromosome candidate. Af-
terwards, mean value of the maximum and sub-
maximum numbers is adopted to calculate intensity
variance Vi for each chromosome candidate

Vi �
nc · j∈ei,c

I(j) − Ai,c 
2

+ nb · j∈ei,b
I(j) − Ai,b 

2

nc + nb

,

(4)

where subscripts c and b represent regions of chro-
mosome and background inside chromosome candi-
date ei, respectively, namely ei � ei,c, ei,b , n represents
number of pixels inside different regions, and A rep-
resents average intensity values for different regions.
Afterwards, the proposed method adopts chromosome
candidates with low Vi as output for detection. Sample
results after filtering are illustrated in Figure 5(b),
where quantity of misclassifies are accurately filtered.

Figure 5(c) represents chromosome candidate results as
input for latter segmentation module, where we could
observe touching and overlapping candidates appear as
chromosome clusters.

4. Chromosome Clusters Segmentation

Inspired by the idea of [47] and high-consistency property of
pixels of different segments for each overlapping chromosome
candidate, we perform segmentation on candidates containing
touching and overlap chromosomes by utilizing ring radius
transform to cluster pixels with same property, thus approx-
imating chromosome shape with eclipses. We have three steps
in this subsection. Firstly, we achieve edge images with Canny
Operator. Regrading edge images as input for the second step,
we utilize RRT transform to locating medial axis, which are
seed points for the third step. In the third step, we perform
contour estimation with eclipse to segment overlap regions.
Essentially, RRT is used to generate initial seed points with
medial axis, which could greatly improve stability and con-
vergence speed for overlap segmentation.

Firstly, we perform erosion operation on input chro-
mosome candidate images and then obtain their corre-
spondence edge images with Canny edge detector.
Afterwards, we aim to extract seed points si for each can-
didate ei, which could be considered as certain a priori
information to perform contour estimation. Different from
[47] utilizing Fast Radial Symmetry (FRS) transform on raw
input images to achieve seed points, we apply ring radius
transform (RRT) [48] on the extracted edge images to locate
seed points. )e reason to apply RRT algorithm lies in the
fact that noise in raw chromosome images, like local in-
tensity varieties and unclear shape boundaries, greatly affects
performance of segmentation. With pre-processing of ro-
bust and effective Canny edge detector, we could relieve
most effects brought by noise. On the basis of convinced
edge images, RRT could achieve robust location results of
seed points even facing difficulties of arbitrary orientation
chromosome. Moreover, recall that medial axis extraction is
a key procedure for traditional chromosome segmentation
and classification methods, and RRT helps exactly locate
media axis pixels for chromosome segmentation, which
coincides with the idea of traditional methods.

By transforming the input edge image into a new form,
RRT highlights local radial symmetry of input images to
accurately locate the intermediate axis pixel. Specifically,
values to represent radius are allocated to all pixels in the
corresponding edge images, which is defined as the distance
to its closest edge pixel:

rad(p) � min
edge(q)�true

dist(p, q), (5)

where function edge(q) is utilized to examine whether pixel
q is edge pixel and dist(p, q) refers to Euclidean distance
from p to q. Afterwards, pixels with local minimum radius
values are regarded as medial axis pixels. Finally, we utilize
mean x and y values of local medial axis pixels as results of
seed points si.
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With localization of seed points, we decide belongs of
each edge pixel p in overlapping areas with the following
measurement:

relevance p, si(  �
1 − λ

1 + dist p, si( 
+ λ

div p, si(  + 1
2

, (6)

where function dist ( and div ( represent Euclidean dis-
tance and divergence function, respectively, and λ is the
preset weight value. Due to the assigns of overlapping areas,
some of the contour areas must be smaller than other areas.
We thus fill up missing areas to complete task of contour
estimation by fitting shape with ellipses, where shapes of
ellipse are adopted to describe these partially observed
objects. )e reason to utilize eclipses other than rectangles
relies on the fact that chromosomes are similar in shape with
eclipses. In other words, eclipses can provide tighter
boundary estimations than rectangles.

After contour estimation, we can provide useful
bounding contours with eclipses as shown in Figure 6. From
the resulting eclipses, we could find the individual chro-
mosome candidates are represented in (a). Meanwhile,
successfully segmented chromosome clusters are repre-
sented in (b). If the eclipse area is not an entire eclipse, we
would discard these eclipses marked with blue rectangle in
Figure 6. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) represent failure cases, which
require manual modification to solve the problem of
oversegmentation. After proper segmentation, we obtain
several single chromosome images represented as
xi; i � 1, . . . , ns  required to be classified, where ns refers to
the number of single chromosome images.

5. Chromosome Classification with
Data Augmentation

GAN-based data enhancement achieves significant perfor-
mance in increasing data size and owns high discriminative
ability to locate margins between similar categories. In fact,
chromosome classification is a multiple-label classification
task with not sufficient training samples. )erefore, applying
data augmentation to expand training dataset is extremely
effective in such classification tasks.

5.1. OverallWorkflow. Following idea of data augmentation
to improve classification accuracy, we try to solve the
problem of unbalanced and small dataset for the training
process with Multiple Distribution Generative Advertising
Network (MD-GAN). Essentially, unbalanced problem in
chromosome karyotyping is caused by heavily unbalanced
distributions of realistic chromosome data. When applying
original GAN, it could be easily trapped, i.e., generating
similar samples without enough differential modes. )is
phenomenon makes unbalanced problem of chromosome
dataset much worse with similar outputs. By adopting MD-
GAN, the proposed method can guarantee to produce
samples with a variety of modes, thus improving diversity of
dataset to a certain extent. Afterwards, sufficient samples
generated by MD-GAN are applied to fine-tune pretrained
convolutional neural network (CNN) for accurate classifi-
cation of chromosomes. )ese steps are presented in Al-
gorithm 1, where we applymultipleMD-GAN to accomplish
multiclass augmentation.

Given the discriminator S to determine true or fake of
samples and the generator G to learn distribution of original
data, training procedure for G could be regarded as a process
to maximize the ratio of wrong classifications predicted by S.
Meanwhile, training procedure for S can be regarded to
minimize its own wrong classification rate. Based on these
two procedures, training for GAN can thus be compre-
hended to minimax objective function:

min
G

max
S

EX∼Pd(X)[log S(X)] + EZ∼PZ
[log(1 − S(G(Z)))],

(7)

where x means real samples sampled from Pd, Z is extracted
from a normal distribution PZ, and G(Z) induces generator
distribution for data augmentation.

5.2. Multiple Distribution Generator. When applying origi-
nal GAN on particular or domain-specific usage, GAN is
easy to trap into the mode collapsing situation, namely,
GAN generates similar samples even with different modes of
inputs. In fact, GAN adopts stochastic gradient-based
learning to optimize S and G in turns. Once achieving

(a) (b)

……

(c)

Figure 5: Results for candidate chromosome detection: (a) ER detection results with quantity of misclassifies, (b) chromosome candidates
after geometric and intensity invariance filters, and (c) to the final results for chromosome candidates.
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discrimination on generated data, GAN requires to reverse
the optimization order, thus changing the minimax formula
in equation (7) to a maximin one. During the reverse op-
timization process, G in GAN is forced to achieve mapping
from each Z to X which is mostly possible to be regarded as
real data, resulting in mode collapsing phenomenon. Such
problem is more severe in particular or domain-specific
applications, due to heavily unbalanced distributions of
realistic data acquired from real life.

As using a single generator causes mode collapsing in the
original GAN; Hoang et al. [42] propose to improve original
GAN by designing multiple generators. However, usage of
multiple generators brings problem of complexity in opti-
mizing and huge increase in computation cost. To solve this
problem, we propose to utilize multiple distributions instead
of generators. Since Gaussian mixture model M is theo-
retically suitable to fit any complex distribution, we utilize it
to build the proposed distribution generator D:

Dj Zj  � PZ Zj  + Mj Zj , j � 1, . . . , K, (8)

where K and j represent the number and index corre-
sponding to distribution generators, respectively, PZ is
normal distribution, and Zj means vector whose values are
random sample from the range between 0 and 1. Size of Zj is
determined on the basis of number of chromosome pictures.
We thus define Gaussian mixture distribution Mj as

Mj Zj  � 

nj

k�1

1
nj

· ϕ Zj; μj,k, σj,k , (9)

where ϕ is Gaussian distribution, nj represents the number
of distributions, μj,k and σj,k are mean and variance cor-
responding to the kth Gaussian distribution, respectively.
More distributions result in significant ability to generate
samples. However, such setting brings a big increase in

computing consuming. In this case, it is particularly im-
portant to maintain a balance between generation diversity
and computing. )rough quantity of experiments, K and nj

are set as 8 to deal with different categories of chromosomes.

5.3. GAN Structure Description. )e generator G(Z) takes
multiple distribution Dk(Z) as input and computes a
chromosome image as represented in Figure 7.)e advanced
network is built with four convolutional layers and a fully
connected layer. A normalization layer and an ReLU acti-
vation function is designed after each convolutional layer.
)e first fully connected layer is in charge of reshaping input
feature vector, and convolutional layers are designed to
expand information based on trained parameters of filter
kernels. After functioning of convolutional layers, nor-
malization layers react to the expanded information over
minibatch to stabilize the whole learning process and pre-
vent the generator from collapsing.

)e discriminator network is designed with a typical
CNN architecture for classification task, which decides
whether the input single chromosome image is an original or
generated image. )e proposed discriminator consists of
four convolution layers, four pooling layers, and one fully
connected layer. Batch normalization layer is used for sta-
bilization as designs of generators. We adopt Leaky ReLU for
activation function, which could prevent from vanishing
gradient and speed up the training process. During training,
the stochastic gradient descent method is used with the
Adam optimizer, which achieves an adaptive moment es-
timation by involving first and second moments.

5.4. fine-tune Process. Data generated by MD-GAN is
combined with the real data to fine-tune VGG-16 network
for classification purpose, which is shown as blue in Figure 7.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Results for chromosome overlapping segmentation: individual chromosome (a), successful segmentation of chromosome clusters
(b), and failure cases requiring manual modification (c) and (d).
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)e reason to fine-tune a pretrained network other than
training from scratch lies in the fact that deep neural net-
work generally requires large quantity of training samples to
achieve distinguishability and generalization. However, we
cannot get the minimum number of training samples, even
with data augmentation technology. )erefore, we involve
few-shot learning to fine-tune parameters and obtain better
chromosome classification results.

Specifically, we retain parameters of early layers and
modify parameters of higher level, which is proved by the
fact that feature representation in early layer are general
features to help prevent overfitting; meanwhile, features
extracted in high level obtain more specific and semantic
representation for chromosome classification through
learning process.

6. Experimental Results

We demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed method for
chromosome classification. Firstly, we introduce dataset and
measurements. Secondly, we design a comparative experi-
ment between MD-GAN and typical GAN to illustrate ef-
fectiveness of MD-GAN in data augmentation. Finally, two
groups of comparative studies accompanying with sample
images are conducted to show better performance of the
proposed method than existing methods.

6.1.Datasets andMeasurement. To prove the effectiveness of
the proposed method, our co-operative hospital provides us
with 120 cell and chromosome images including a total of
5,474 labeled samples. Chromosome images are randomly
divided into two groups with 4600 and 874 images, which
are utilized to perform training and testing. In fact, our
obtained labeled data is not enough for a classification task of
24 classes with deep learning methods. However, achieving
labeled data from doctors is high in time and money cost,

since labeling is an annoying and time-consuming task for
doctors.)is is the main reason for the usage ofMD-GAN to
generate more training samples as data augmentation. To
compare chromosome classification results, we choose ac-
curacy P24 for total classes of chromosome images as
measurement. To clearly show classification results for a
specific class, we define five P2, P10, P16, and P22 to represent
classification accuracy for the 2nd, 10th, 16th, and 22th pair
of chromosomes.

6.2. Data Augmentation Analysis. We conduct two experi-
ments in this subsection, where the former one is to perform
comparisons between MD-GAN and typical GAN on ca-
pability of generating new data without collapsing, and the
latter one is to indicate the performance of MD-GAN in
generating new training samples for chromosome
classification.

In order to verify that MD-GAN owns capability to
learn complex distribution of real data space, we design a
comparative experiment to generate samples of a Guassian
mixture distribution based on Denver grouping rule. After
experiments, comparisons of distribution variances pro-
duced by typical GAN and MD-GAN are represented in
Figure 8. Specifically, we can notice that GAN fails to learn
data distribution after 35000 iterations to achieve con-
vergency, due to occurrence of mode collapsing problem.
Meanwhile, MD-GAN is able to learn complex Gaussian
mixture distribution after performing iterative optimiza-
tion of 70000 iterations. In Figure 8(f ), we can observe that
final results achieved by MD-GAN not only maintain key
features, but also ensure diversity of generated data sam-
ples. However, MD-GAN generally requires more itera-
tions to achieve convergence than typical GAN, since
multiple input distribution largely increases complexity of
MD-GAN, thus raising computation burden to a certain
extent. Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that
MD-GAN has higher capability than typical GAN in
constructing complex distribution and preventing collapse
problems.

In the second group of experiments, we firstly show
comparisons between real and MD-GAN created chromo-
somes in Figure 9. We could observe the created samples not
only are visually similar with real ones, but also own diverse
patterns in appearance. Both features of generated chro-
mosome images lead to improvement of classification ac-
curacy with generated samples. In order to explore the
relation between quality and number of generated chro-
mosome images, we then conduct comparison experiments
with different number of generated chromosome images. It
is noted that we define number of generated chromosome
images as ni � 46∗ np, where np refers to the number of
persons and each person should be assigned with 46
chromosome images. Every two chromosome images for
one person should be labeled by the same category from 23
classes, except for one pair of sex chromosomes. )e reason
to define ni on the basis of np lies in the fact that we should
keep class balance in generated chromosomes for better
classification results.

Distinguish between
x and G(Z)

Z ~ PZ

D1(Z)

D2(Z)

Dk(Z)

…

x ~ Pd

G(Z)

Discriminator 

VGG-16 classifier 

Data 
augmention

Assign category label
to test example

Figure 7: Structure of MD-GAN for data augmentation and VGG-
16 network for classification, where Z ∼ Pz means the normal
distribution, Dk(Z) refers to multiple distribution generators, and
G(Z) and x ∼ Pd represent generated training samples and original
training samples, respectively.
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We show comparisons among generated chromosomes
produced by MD-GAN with different np in Figure 10. We
could observe that Figures 10(b) and 10(c) contain all
diverse modes of chromosomes appeared in Figure 10(a),
which proves that more modes could be generated by
defining np with a larger value. However, Figure 10(c)
contains several failure cases with fragments and noise
points, which implies larger np would bring noise and
artifacts for generated chromosome images, thus de-
creasing the ability of classification. )erefore, we need to
keep balance on generated number np to produce chro-
mosomes with more diverse modes and less artifacts. Main
Reason to get failure cases lies in the fact that researchers
often are short of measurement functions to justify how
good a generated case is in vision appearance. To reduce the
number of failure cases, our future work is to propose a
novel perceptual loss function with doctors, which could
define how similarity is between a generated and a true
image in vision appearance.

6.3. Chromosome Classification Analysis. In this subsection,
we firstly show performance on detection with ER algorithm.
)en, we conduct two groups of comparative experiments to
show the effectiveness of the proposed method, which
compare classification ability of the proposed method with
either different np or other comparative methods,
respectively.

During experiments on detection, we compare accuracy
of generating chromosome candidates by measurements of
precision and recall. Specifically, we compare the proposed
method with Otsu binarization method to show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method. Due to uneven staining
nature of cell images and usage of a global threshold for
binarization, Otsu method fails in some cases of uneven
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Figure 8: Comparisons of data distribution between a typical GAN and our proposed MD-GAN with different iterations: (a) the sup-
position of real data distribution, (b) and (c) results generated by typical GAN after 10000 and 35000 iterations, (d), (e), and (f) represent
results achieved by MD-GAN after 10000, 35000, and 70000 iterations.

Real data:

(a) 1 (b) 6 (c) 16 (d) 23

Generated data:

Figure 9: Comparison between real chromosomes and generated
chromosomes achieved by MD-GAN, where we can notice gen-
erated chromosome images successfully imitate shape invariants of
chromosomes. Note that numbers below samples are adopted to
represent the corresponding class labels.
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Giemsa staining, which appears with local intensity varieties
and unclear shape boundaries during chromosome detec-
tion. In such case, Otsu method achieves 86.3% and 87.2%
for detection accuracy and recall, respectively; meanwhile,
detection accuracy and recall achieved by ER algorithm is
95.9% and 94.8%, which is high enough to guarantee for
further classification process. For comparisons, we conduct
experiments by utilizing ER with the first or second filter
only, where we achieve accuracy and recall values as 89.6%
and 95.2%, 88.2% and 95.6%, respectively. We can see filters
greatly improve accuracy and decreases recall performance a
little.

Following the idea of second experiment in data aug-
mentation analysis, Table 1 offers the detailed statistics of
classification results with different np, where CNNs are fine-
tuned with samples of set formed by real chromosome
images and 46∗ np ones, represented as CNN+ npMG. )e
plot in Figure 11 compares accuracy performance achieved
by the proposed method in terms of different np for data
augmentation. From either Table 1 or Figure 11, we can
notice a great accuracy decrease with more classes required
to be classified, which can be proved by comparing among
P4, P10, P16, P22, and PT for one method. )is is due to
multiple classes bring complexity for problem solving space,
thus generally requiring more diverse and larger number of
data to be adopted for training. By utilizing chromosome
images generated by MD-GAN, a significant improvement
in PT, i.e., 4.6%, is achieved by models of CNN+50MG.)is
is also true for other measurements for comparisons, which
we can find improvement 1.2% in P4, 12% in P18, and 2.5%
in P22.

)e increase in number of samples is not always ben-
eficial to improve classification accuracy, which can be
certificated by decrease of PT by comparing between
CNN+50MG and CNN+150MG from either Table 1 or
from Figure 11. Such phenomenon of decrease can also be
noticed on several specific classes of chromosomes. All these
facts prove that larger setting of np will bring noise to
classification, due to artifacts of chromosome images pro-
duced with larger np. )is conclusion can also be proved by
the second experiment of data augmentation analysis, which
produce less visual desirable training samples with large np.

It is noted that we achieve inconsistent accuracy perfor-
mance of P4 represented in Figure 11, which is caused by few
testing samples with only one class of chromosome images.

From Figure 11, we could further conclude that setting
np as 50 could maximally improve accuracy performance in
our experiment. )erefore, we need to keep a balance on
np for the purposes of increasing more sample modes and
introducing less noise. It is noticed that np � 50 is nearly half
number of the original chromosome dataset, i.e., 119, which
offers hints for researchers to perform data augmentation to
improve classification accuracy.

In the second group of comparative study, we show the
detailed statistics and the performed comparison between
our CNN+50MG and several comparative methods in
Table 2. Specifically, we adopt CNN+50MG as our proposed
method to compare based on results of the former experi-
ment. We implement CNN and Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) [49] with 2, 5 layers to be comparative studies. We
implement MLP with different layers for comparing, since
most traditional chromosome classification methods adopt
MLP for classification like Lerner et al. [50], Ming and Tian
[51], and so on. It is noted that we include two latest deep
learning-based methods for comparisons, i.e., Sharma et al.
[11] and Swati et al. [10], where the former method explores
deep features for chromosome classification, and the latter
one learns chromosome similarity via deep Siamese Net-
works to speed up classification with feedforward network
classifier based on Multilayer Perceptron. We implement
both deep learning-based methods by following their article.
For the fairness of experiments, Sharma et al. [11] is
implemented without pre-processing, i.e., straightening and
bending. We follow Swati et al. [10] to modify an original
version of deep Siamese Networks as a combination of Si-
amese Network and MLP.

From Table 2, we can notice deep neural networks in-
cluding CNN, CNN+50MG, Sharma et al. [11], and Swati
et al. [10] achieve much higher accuracy than several tra-
ditional methods, including variant MLPs. )ese results
prove the significant distinguish ability of deep neural
network, especially for multiple class classification problem.
Since Sharma et al. [11] without pre-processing is similar
with original CNN in structure of neural networks, we could
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Figure 10: Comparisons among generated chromosome images achieved by MD-GAN with different number of generated chromosome
images: (a) generated samples by setting np as 50 and (b) and (c) samples of good and poor quality by defining np as 250.
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observe their similar performance on chromosome clas-
sification accuracy. Compared with Sharma et al. [11] and
CNN, Swati et al. [10] improves classification accuracy by
embedding more complex network architecture. It also
achieves the highest classification accuracy value for the 4th
and 22th chromosome. However, it still suffers from the

shortage of diverse modes of chromosomes, brought by the
fact of small size of the collected dataset. )e proposed
method could improve chromosome classification accuracy
with a proper generated number of chromosome images,
which is proved by the best performance on recognizing the
18th chromosome and total chromosomes. )e main

Data: A small training set about preclassified chromosome images I1, . . . , Im with corresponding labels.
Goal: training a multiclass chromosome classifier with few labeled images.
Algorithm Steps:
Step 1: Pre-processing: Adopt the standard image manipulation augmentation techniques like rotation, translation, flipping, and so
on to create more input images for the following module.
Step 2: GAN-based data augmentation: For each of the 24 classes of chromosomes, we use the corresponding training examples
output by previous module to train a MD-GAN structure, which would help generate synthetic chromosome training samples to
improve classification of such class. )erefore, we separately construct 24 MD-GAN models to accomplish tasks of data
augmentation.
Step 3: fine-tune VGG-16 network: Use all the collected data, including original samples and samples created by pre-processing and
MD-GAN, to fine-tune a pretrained VGG-16 classifier for accurate chromosome classification.

ALGORITHM 1: )e proposed chromosome classification algorithm with GAN-based data augmentation technology.

CNN CNN + 50MG CNN + 100MG CNN + 150MG CNN + 200MG CNN + 250MG
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Figure 11: Comparison of accuracy rate achieved by the proposed method with different np.

Table 1: Accuracy of chromosome classification in dataset with
different parameters, i.e., np.

Method P4 (%) P18 (%) P22 (%) PT (%)
CNN 68.4 60.0 60.0 58.9
CNN+50MG 69.6 72.0 62.5 63.5
CNN+100MG 75.2 71.3 59.0 63.1
CNN+150MG 86.7 70.8 53.3 62.8
CNN+200MG 77.5 66.9 53.7 62.0
CNN+250MG 63.6 60.0 50.0 60.5

Table 2: Accuracy of chromosome classification on the collected
dataset with several comparative methods.

Method P4 (%) P18 (%) P22 (%) PT (%)
CNN 68.4 60.0 60.0 58.9
CNN+50MG 69.6 72.0 62.5 63.5
Two layer MLP 58.3 54.2 52.9 51.3
Five layer MLP 62.1 55.3 53.9 53.1
Sharma et al. [11] 69.2 59.3 61.2 58.0
Swati et al. [10] 70.8 62.2 63.2 61.5
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reason to achieve such improvement lies on the fact that we
specially design MD-GAN structure to perform data en-
hancement, which brings features of pattern diversity and
training stability to solve problem of small training data
size.

7. Conclusion

We propose a chromosome karyotyping method to perform
chromosome detection, segmentation, and classification
automatically, which reduces complexity of medical data in
both dimensions and volumes brought by IoMT environ-
ment.)e proposed method consists of three stages, namely,
Chromosome Detection,Overlap Segmentation, and Category
Classification. In chromosome detection, we explore ER with
geometry filters to obtain chromosome candidates. During
overlap segmentation, we segment touching and overlapping
chromosomes by utilizing geometry information of chro-
mosomes. Finally during category classification, MD-GAN
is proposed to generate more convinced training samples,
which are further utilized to fine-tune VGG-16 network for
chromosome classification. Experimental results not only
show the efficiency of the proposed method, but also prove
the improvement in accuracy by utilizing MG-GAN for
training data augmentation. Based on cloud computing and
other technologies [31, 52, 53], we will further develop MD-
GAN for other medical applications under similar IoMT
environment in the future, such as disease diagnosis and
abnormal identification.
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